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Results of  a survey of Tier 2 employees and their 

dependants conducted end July – early Sept 2015 

 

In response to the UK Migration Advisory Committee  

Call for Evidence: Tier 2.  
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 1063 employees took part 

    48% ICTs (long term), 37% RLMT, 12% shortage occupations 

 

  working at 130 companies, universities and 

research centres. 

 

 540 had a working partner 
 

 

 

Permits Foundation Tier 2 survey 

- Employee profile 
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77% of employees say they would not 

have accepted current assignment if 

partner did not have the right to work  
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Partners are highly qualified  

- 96 % are graduates 
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80% of partners are in graduate level 

jobs 
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71% of partners are women 
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Young age profile   
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Positive social impacts if partner 

working 
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Conclusions  

 Removing the right would lead many highly qualified people to turn down 
an assignment. 
 

 However, based on Home Office data, fewer than half of Tier 2 employees 
are accompanied. So removing the dependants’ right to work would have 
limited impact on the overall number of foreign workers and immigration 
levels.  
 

 If people do come, that doesn’t cut immigration levels either.  You exclude 
bright young people  from the workforce and contributing to the economy.  
 

 Employers would lose the ability to choose the best person for the job.  
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Conclusions (cont. )  

 With 80% of the working partners in this study in professional 
occupations, there is no evidence that they undercut British workers.  
 

On the contrary:  
 Dependants form a young, well-qualified skills pool that is available for a 

temporary period … 
 

 and can complement the resident labour market and ageing 
demographic profile and contribute  to growth in the UK economy. 
 

 Giving the right to work doesn’t give them a job.  If they succeed, that is 
what contributes most to the  economy.  
 

 Any restriction on the right to work would disproprtionally hit women, 
especially those who want flexible, part-time work in the  

     non-profit sector and self-employment .  


